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Online communities offer a platform for people to link around a
shared activity, goal, or interest. Users create a network, develop
relationships, and work together by engaging with content and
sharing information. Community platform software enables
businesses to build these forums, maintain memberships, and
cultivate followers. These applications automate administrative
workflows and give you actionable data on trends and metrics like
user engagement and site activity.
Most importantly, communities should offer value to end users.
Community platform software assists businesses to develop,
manage, and assess the effectiveness of their web-based
communities so they can strive for continual improvement and
deliver greater value to their customers.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case
studies, success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Community Platforms software
based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT HIGHER LOGIC

Higher Logic has a great product, first and foremost. The community is an asset to our
Association and my members rely on the community to ask each [other] questions and get
advice. This gives our members all over the world the ability to communicate in real time.
ELIZABETH AUSTIN
COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING MANAGER, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ANATOMISTS

Higher Logic is an industry leader
in cloud-based community
platforms, with over 25 million
engaged members in more than
200,000 communities.
Organizations worldwide use
Higher Logic to bring like-minded

Because you can do so much with Higher Logic, we’ve been using it to do things other than support ticket
deflection. Our knowledge base has over 250 articles, and we’re continuously adding more. In addition to
having private communities for each of our data products, we’re planning to develop a community for our
technology partners. The community is also a good place to gather information on our beta products.
KRISTINA KING
MANAGER, TECHNICAL SUPPORT, JAMA SOFTWARE

people all together, by giving their
community a home where they can
meet, share ideas, answer
questions and stay energized.
Higher Logic aims to empower
relationship building and foster
community evolution, which they
believe are the fundamental

Since launching our TechZen User Community on the Higher Logic platform, we’ve seen
dramatic membership growth and increased engagement. New capabilities coupled with
engagement strategies have helped us gain greater insight into the needs of our customers and
the community.
JOHN BOYLE
TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCES & COMMUNITY, ZENOSS

elements to the long-term
relevance of any organization.
There’s no denying the power of
community—by fostering its
growth, you can open up a world
of possibility. Tap into the power
your community can generate for

Our online community is the heart of our association, so web site improvements are a key
means of enhancing our member service. TMA Resources and Higher Logic integrated
seamlessly to bring our members the best solution for peer-to-peer communication—which is
consistently rated our number one member benefit.
CLAY GIBNEY
IT DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL LEGAL TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION (ILTA)

you.
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT INFLUITIVE

Influitive, the advocate marketing
experts, is based in Toronto with

AdvocateHub from Influitive is at the core of our award winning Customer Success Program.
AdvocateHub has empowered our Customer Success team to engage over a thousand targeted
customers. They participate in our program on their terms, completing mutually beneficial
challenges, activities and opportunities all while having fun.
CARLOS GONZALEZ
VICE PRESIDENT OF CUSTOMER SUCCESS OPERATIONS, CERIDIAN

offices in Palo Alto and Boston.
Today’s buyers are increasingly
leveraging their peers' opinions
and Influitive helps marketers tap
into this force with its innovative
AdvocateHub platform and Maven
mobile app. By capturing the
enthusiasm of their best

If you're looking for a centralized platform to engage partners, customers and
employees in creative, fun, and systematic ways, in which your company's
benefit becomes everyone's main focus, Influitive is the right choice.
RYAN QUACKENBUSH
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST, APPRENDA

customers, followers and
evangelists, marketers gain direct
support for their sales and
marketing programs. From social
media reviews and customer
referrals to case studies and
references, passionate advocates
help support all stages of the

AdvocateHub is a powerful solution to mobilize brand advocates to
champion your solutions in the market, create brand buzz and
seamlessly engage them in your community.
FARKHANDA ZHUBLAWAR
ENTERPRISE CUSTOMER SUCCESS MANAGER, APTTUS

buying cycle. Influitive’s customers
include some of the most
successful and fastest-growing
business-to-business software and
technology firms in the world.

Our Verafans referral program has been a great success. Influitive has
allowed us to build a community that engages our customers and
helps us drive new business.
JASON OAKLEY
ADVOCATE MARKETING MANAGER, VERAFIN
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT KHOROS

We know our goal of 100% product co-creation is ambitious, but a Khoros Community gives us
our best chance to achieve it. We’ve already seen a huge increase in user-generated content,
and user-generated ideas are a big part of that. There’s work to be done to achieve this goal,
but we couldn’t be happier with how far we’ve come in such a short time so far.
ALEXANDRA GELINET
LEAD FOR COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL, DR. PIERRE RICAUD

Khoros, formerly Spredfast +
Lithium, is the leading customer
engagement platform built to turn
siloed knowledge into enterprise
value, and customers into
contributors. By connecting
consumer insights across all
departments, Khoros gives

Even if the customer’s problem is solved, the conversation never stops.
Our Khoros Community allows for an ongoing conversation about
every problem.
JP BONNAFOUX
VP GROWTH & SUCCESS, DIGITAL BUSINESS, SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

companies the ability to run their
business with their customers,
anticipating their needs,
accelerating sales, loyalty, and
innovation.

We wanted a Community platform with consistent enterprise-level
abilities as well as a history that showcased staying power and could
support a long-term partnership. That’s why we chose Khoros.
MELISSA POTVIN
DIRECTOR, QLIK

What’s brilliant about our customer community is the richness and authenticity of the feedback
and interactions that are provided by our customers. We learn so much about how we can
make our products better in the community through the quality feedback our customers
provide.
MONTY HAMILTON
DIGITAL OPERATIONS DIRECTOR, TELSTRA
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT VANILLA FORUMS

The thing that has helped us the most is Vanilla’s ability to answer our questions. Everyone at
Vanilla has been super helpful and easy to work with. Our team made a unanimous decision to
move forward with Vanilla Forums and we have not looked back.
SARAH LEMAIRE
MANAGER VERTICA DOCUMENTATION, MICRO FOCUS

Vanilla Forums is the top-rated
online community solution for
mid-sized and enterprise
companies. Offer your customers
the best community experience,
across all your products, in any
language, anywhere in the world.
Featuring a sleek user experience,

Vanilla Forums allows us to focus on building relationships with our members
instead of fighting fires. This has helped us increase our customer retention
and reduce churn. We now keep our customers’ attention on our site and
brand.
PATRICK MCCRANN
FOUNDER, ENDURANCE NATION

deep integration to your existing
tools, flexible customization to fit
your branding, scalable knowledge
bases, out of the box gamification,
ideation, QnA and more. Request a
demo today!

The main goal of the forum was to create a sense of community, but we also received many
other benefits. Now we have much better visibility into the community’s most pressing issues
and can communicate with more transparency and frequency, improving the way we handle
concerns and communicate changes.
VICTORIA UGARTE
PRODUCT MANAGER, FOURSQUARE

We chose Vanilla for its ease of use, customizability, powerful tech, and short implementation
process. It was critical that we had a platform that was customizable and allowed us to get up
and running quickly. In addition to its reasonable pricing, Vanilla became an obvious choice as
our community vendor.
EMILY GOTTSCHALK
SENIOR DIGITAL EDITOR, QUALTRICS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT DISCIPLE

Disciple is where communities

The app has been a great way of engaging people with our daily action ideas
and bringing them into our community of caring and like-minded people. We
constantly get user feedback saying how much the app helps them.
ACTION FOR HAPPINESS

thrive. Their community
management platform helps
people build independent,
valuable and trusted communities
in a safe space that they own and
control. Disciple is the UK leader in
the emerging technology category
of community media - services that

First Light wanted to engage and delight their members by providing an
interactive platform where their members could have real conversations with
other members as well as with the owner, farmers and team members at First
Light. Disciple’s platform ticked all the boxes.
FIRST LIGHT STEAK CLUB

combine the interactivity of social
media, with the control of owned
media.

Disciple really understands how to build engaging community
platforms. My average revenue per community member is £38.
OWNER
MADELEINE SHAW

This app not only offers an incredible community experience, but the
ability to get resources to your tribe is worth its weight in gold. We
absolutely love this app.
GIBBORIM
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT NING

Our NING community is cozy because it’s by and for our members. You
must have served in the Peace Corps to join.
ERICA BURMAN
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, NATIONAL PEACE CORPS ASSOCIATION

NING is a platform allowing you to
build online presence from the
ground up. They've helped
thousands of users across the
globe to create their own social
networks and stay connected with
the world. NING has come a long

Content creation & management requires thorough research, editing, creativity and activation. As a
professional tool, Paid Access now allows us to monetize our work, grow and reinvest in our community. I
am particularly pleased with NING not maintaining the status quo, but trying to push ongoing technical
development to keep our network up to speed with the needs of today's ever more demanding communities.
MARCO WESTERHOF
NETWORK CREATOR, REEFZ

way to offer clients a
comprehensive SaaS platform with
a wide range of useful features
and customization tools.

NING has made it easy for members to get involved and submit their
own photos, videos, and blog posts.
STEVE CULBERTSON
CREATOR, YOUTH SERVICE AMERICA

NING allowed us to create our online community and make it an
integral part of our business–to support our customers.
DHRU PUROHIT
FOUNDER, CLEAN PROGRAM
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ABOUT QUESTIONPRO

QuestionPro provides powerful
online survey software designed to
help you make better business

QuestionPro is intuitive, reliable and powerful. It makes my life easier
and my work better. I count on this tool to get the data I need. Highly
recommended.
STUART SHULMAN
DIRECTOR, QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

decisions. Our easy to use
software includes tools for
creation, distribution, and analysis
of online surveys, polls, forms, and
quizzes. Use our advanced
features to completely customize
the survey experience and power

Anyone working in the performing arts sector who is not using the incredible power of
QuestionPro is doing themselves a great disservice The clarity and insight gained by targeting
individual segments of your clientele and finding out what they really need and want in the
form of deliverables are priceless and requisite to long term success.
CRAIG COLEGRAVE
PRESIDENT, LACOMBE AND DISTRICT MUSIC FESTIVAL ASSOCIATION

sophisticated analysis. Best of all,
our customer support team is
available 24-hrs a day to guarantee
your project is a success!
QuestionPro includes multiple
pre-built survey templates and
more than 30 question types,
which can be used by companies

In speaking with retailers, we hear time and again how invaluable consumer feedback is,
especially as brands now have to compete across multiple channels to win customers.
QuestionPro helps brands better engage and learn from consumers, and the information
retailers collect can inform them of where to invest resources and close sales.
LAUREN KEYS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, DEALCRUNCH

to create questionnaires and
personalized surveys. It offers
tools to reach respondents
through email, integrated pop-ups,
and survey posting on social
networks including Facebook and
Twitter. With over 10 million users
across 100 countries, we have

QuestionPro has increased our recruiting capabilities by orders of
magnitude. It is incredibly user-friendly, flexible, and it features
incomparable online chat support.
BOB BERSHAD
VP, CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS, FOCUS POINTE GLOBAL

provided survey software to
Fortune 100 companies, academic
institutions, small businesses, …
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ABOUT INSIDED

In order to create a successful community we needed a platform that combines research
opportunities and the possibility to share feedback on local levels, which are key elements in
our co-creation processes. The community platform of inSided suited our needs perfectly.
ROBERT LOMMERS
BUSINESS CHANGE MANAGER, RABOBANK

inSided is a Customer Self Service
Solution that combines curated
(company) and community content
to answer customer questions and
provide proactive help. This
content & answers can be pushed
in all of your channels, to feed

The inSided platform is user-friendly and an important channel where customers can help each
other. Customers search online to answer product and service related questions. Whether they
are experiencing a problem or want to change something, it is extremely important that they
find what they are looking for.
ONNO VAN DER POEL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, TELFORT

customer with relevant answers
where and when they need them.
The inSided platform is a full-SaaS
solution, meaning frequent
updates without any development
resources required.

The inSided platform is part of our strategy to continuously improve A1 digital self-care.
Customer generated content creates trust and provides context for additional conversions. This
is how the A1 community becomes an important sales accelerator, resulting in measurable
business value.
ANA SIMIC
HEAD OF DIGITAL SERVICE & SOCIAL MEDIA, A1 TELEKOM

The SNS community gives us a unique chance to start real in-depth conversations with our
customers. We receive great feedback and suggestions from our community members that
make it possible to create better products and services. The community is therefore an
invaluable asset for many employees.
WANDA CATSMAN
COMMUNITY MANAGER, SNS BANK
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT CMNTY

CMNTY is the fastest growing and

Every time we inform the community about the results they are really excited to hear that we
use their feedback for new formats. It is very valuable for them to know that their opinions
count. Members see that their voices are heard and that motivates them to continue
participating in the community.
MIRTE VAN DEURSEN
PROJECT LEADER, RTL GROUP

most user friendly insights
community solution on the market.
Hundreds of organizations and
thousands of people use CMNTY
every day to co-create better
services, better products and
ultimately increase the quality of

CMNTY gave us an innovative way to get the insights we sell to customers. It saves us
costs from flying to different countries and doing fieldwork on location ourselves. It
also helps us do international fieldwork all over the place at the same time.
FABIAN BAUMER
BEAUTIFUL LIVES

life. If this makes you as excited as
they are, let's chat! They believe
that organizations are more
successful when they understand
the needs of the people they serve.
That’s why they help people and
brands engage with each other in

We know, from how varied and comprehensive the offering is, CMNTY spends time looking
closely at the market to build software that will help drive our research. Ultimately, we feel that
by using CMNTY we provide the best, most innovative community solution to our own clients.
ODETTE VLEK
SENIOR RESEARCHER, RUIGROK NETPANEL

dedicated online communities.

Our client wanted feedback from our Money Talk community on only
one specific research question, and we set up the community, invited
around 30-80 participants, and we asked questions over three days.
BRITTA MEYER
RESEARCH MANAGER, STRAIGHTONE
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ABOUT CROWDSTACK

Crowdstack is an enterprise,
feature-rich, hosted platform for
your branded online community. It

[Crowdstack] offers what we need to allow our community to grow. Our community, like most, are now
expecting a mobile-friendly experience with social networking features like blogs, photo sharing and video
sharing. [Crowdstack] offers all of that, and more. The folks at Social Strata are always working to improve
the platform and are regularly rolling out new features that enhance the user experience and allow us to
better manage the community.
LYNDA MITCHELL
PRESIDENT, KIDS WITH FOOD ALLERGIES FOUNDATION

provides a cohesive environment
for your people to share, interact,
provide feedback, and converse.
Hoop.la supports public or private
communities, can scale to any size,
and provides you with total
ownership and control of all
content and member data.

[Crowdstack] is so easy to use, and we were able to incorporate our community into
an existing site. Plus the [Crowdstack] staff are amazing and always eager to help! If
you're considering any kind of online community, this is definitely the company to
choose.
AMIEE BURNAMAN
ASSOCIATE MANAGER - MEDIA & FIELD MARKETING, LONG JOHN SILVER'S

After extensive research, we selected Crowdstack to be the host for our on-site community. The platform has given us the
ability to build a connection between audience generated content and our brand's editorial pillars, while creating an
environment that supports our readers through peer-to-peer engagement. The community has added value to our brand
by creating greater utility and providing incremental resources, thereby increasing loyalty and affinity. As our member base
has grown in size, we have also been able to leverage the platform to offer creative solutions for partner brands looking to
reach engaged niche audience segments.
YASMIN MARINARO-BASONE
VICE PRESIDENT, DIGITAL PUBLISHING, THE PENNY HOARDER

It is just too easy to use and manage as an administrator. It is really an excellent communication,
collaboration, and marketing platform that enables us to grow and reach our audience seamlessly. It
solved a huge visibility issue and we've been able to increase engagement for online events significantly. It
has created a much higher awareness of our work and what we have to offer.
AARON WEIBE
COMMUNICATION MANAGER, EXTENSION FOUNDATION
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ABOUT ZAPNITO

Zapnito is a knowledge‐sharing

Partnering with Zapnito has helped us to rapidly innovate, to build new
products that not only provide many benefits to IET members but also
create exciting new sponsorship opportunities for our advertisers.
AMANDA WILLIAMS
PUBLISHER AND BRAND MANAGER, INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

and expert community platform.
They help event organizers, expert
networks, membership and
subscription businesses to deliver
expertise on‐demand and build
sustainable communities. They
bring expert knowledge and
genuine community together.

We have partnered with Zapnito to build an exciting expert network for one of Kelsey's premier
brands. Zapnito gives us the potential to create new sponsorship revenue streams and a new
and innovative channel for our readers to have a deeper relationship with our content and
experts.
VICKY OPHIELD
DIGITAL PUBLISHING DIRECTOR, KELSEY MEDIA

Zapnito has become a trusted partner to our Creative Solutions team,
enabling us to create unique propositions for our customers that
showcase their thought leadership and demonstrate their expertise.
ANNA DONNELLY
DIRECTOR OF CREATIVE SOLUTIONS, CENTAUR MEDIA

Zapnito has given us a platform for community discussion around our journals, with
little development time needed from us, helping to raise our visibility and strengthen
our relationship with the research community. I would highly recommend them.
BEN JOHNSON
HEAD OF COMMUNITIES AND ENGAGEMENT, SPRINGER NATURE
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